
T
he 2011 ATA Trade Show attracted a crowd of more
than 8,000 industry professionals, according to the
Archery Trade Association which owns and manages

the annual event on behalf of its membership.
The annual trade show, which took place January 6 to 8 in

the Indianapolis Convention Center, boasted a record-size
show floor featuring 513 exhibitors who rented 167,550
square feet of space, including a record 55 shooting lanes, 11
more than in 2010. In addition to booth space occupied, there
were 2,989 dealers, buyers and distributors on the show floor
during the three-day event. Like last year, the ATA released a
complete registration report after the show, featuring a
breakdown of current and past attendance numbers and
exhibiting trends. Look for that information in the ATA News &
Views column in this issue of ArrowTrade, starting on page 36

With products from many key companies already cov-
ered in the previous pages due to ArrowTrade’s visit to the
Mathews Retailer Business Show, this publication was able to
reach more manufacturers than ever before to provide show
floor coverage. This ATA section stretches through page 127.
Read through it in order or find specific companies by using
the directory printed on pages 146 and 147 of this issue, the
largest March issue in ArrowTrade’s 15 year history.

The annual trade show included dealer seminars under
the banner of the ATA Academy. This year space for those 35
seminars and the complimentary breakfast provided in the
hall outside the seminar rooms was sponsored by Apple
Archery, Outdoor Channel, Synergy Outdoors, Wildgame
Innovations and Evolved Harvest. President Karen Butler (cen-
ter below) of Shoot Like A Girl titled her seminar “Welcoming
Women Into The Shooting Sports.” Eleven-year-old Amanda
Meeker from Walts Archery & Guns, Stockton, Missouri was
one of the attendees. At right we’re showing Kristi Crawford,
the new sponsorship coordinator. Shoot Like A Girl is a two-
year-old enterprise that puts on “test flights” where women
can try archery equipment in a friendly, non-threatening envi-
ronment. With women controlling 85 percent of consumer
purchases, Butler urged the retailers present to  make their
businesses places where
women feel respected

and welcomed, whether they’re accompanied by a man or
shopping on their own. A woman that isn’t happy with the
archery establishment where her husband or boyfriend shops
often has the power to reduce the amount of money being
spent there.

Butler’s research shows that retailers should carry bows
designed for women, not expect them to be happy with a
“youth bow.” “Handing a woman a youth bow is incredibly
demeaning,” she said. She recommended they stock 40
pound peak weight bows turned down to 30 pounds. With
draw lengths set in the 24 to 25 inch range almost every
woman should be able to try the bow. A woman like her, with
a longer draw, will still be able to handle those bows while a
bow that’s set too long for them is awkward and unsafe.

Whenever possible, pro shops and sporting good stores
that want to increase sales to women should have women
sales staff available, Butler said. A man worked some of the
test flights for Butler’s business and she said it was clear
women new to archery were just more comfortable getting
instruction from another woman. “Women often tell me
they’re scared to try shooting a bow,” Butler said, and a
women who enjoys archery herself is better suited to help
them overcome their fear.

You can get more information about Shoot Like A Girl
Corporate Sponsorships by calling Christy Crawford at (256)
206-1860.

Kodabow is a Pennsylvania crossbow manufacturer that
was exhibiting at its first ATA Show. Owner Chuck Matasic said
“Koda” is a native American word for “Friend” and that the
Kodabow line offers high quality, American made recurve
crossbows in draw weights from 125 to 225 pounds. We pho-
tographed Matasic (below) holding a Big Rhino 225 pound
draw weight model with it balanced in his hand on the front
palm grip. You can also outfit these bows with a front pistol
grip that can be angled to any of seven positions.The barrel is
milled with picatinny rails so it is easy to move the front grip
or attach accessories like hog lights or bowfishing reels.
Kodabow adopted

ATA Show Returns to Indiana with
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other military touches that
offer advantages for the
hunter. The stock is a light-
weight, adjustable AR 15 style
so you can easily fit different
body sizes with its six set-
tings. The large side-mounted
safety lever (see photo) is easy to reach with your thumb
while your hand is on the grip. In front of that silent safety
switch is a cocking indicator that lets you know when an
arrow is properly seated. A new rope cocker has been devel-
oped that centers itself in a recess at the end of the stock, and
it pulls directly in line with the string. For more information
about the Kodabow line and the custom finishes it offers, call
the manufacturer at (610) 620-4352.

At 30.06 Outdoors the line of Snot lubricants keeps
expanding.The Whisker Snot is a spray designed for weather-
proofing any bristle type arrow rest. Bow Snot is a compact
bow oiler pen designed for lubricating bearings. Gun Snot is a
larger 2 ounce bottle of odorless gun oil.

Realizing the “Snot”
brand might put some
female shoppers off, the
Ohio firm has introduced a
Bowstring Lipstick. It’s col-
ored pink and is in a pink
package, but has the same
slick formula as the String
Snot the firm has been sell-
ing.

We photographed Pat
Dinan holding one of the
company's value priced
releases in front of a display
of the Snot line. Designed
to retail for just $22.95,
there are three styles that
differ only in the color and
size of the Velcro strap. A
handy sizing chart on the
back helps customers
decide whether they need
a Youth/Small Wrist model
or Adult/Large Wrist model,
without opening the pack-
age. The long 30.06
Outdoors booth also gave
it room to demonstrate the
Ladder Stand 2nd Man (at
left.) Designed to sell for
$79.95, the kit includes

ground swivel pegs, a 25 foot winch strap, a winch rated at
600 pounds and a tether to strap that winch to the tree you
want your ladder stand to lean against. We photographed
Cory Maynard turning the handle to raise the ladder stand in
position against the display pole, turning a sometimes awk-
ward job for two people into a smoother operation for one.
Customers who have more than one ladder stand to place
can buy extra sets of the Ground Swivel Pegs for a suggested
price of $29.95. The winch can also be used to hoist game or
lift hang-on stands into place. Reach the manufacturer by call-
ing (614) 409-9300.

Ozonics owner Dennis Firk expects to pick up more
retailers with the aid of Hudalla Associates, a nationwide sales
rep group. We photographed Firk talking with rep group
founder Bruce Hudalla (in white
shirt). Ozonics makes two odor-
eating ozone generators. The HR
150 is sized for use in a ground
blind while the HR 200 works in
ground blinds and has a more
powerful boost mode you can
use in a treestand.“We fully meet
the EPA standards for exposure
over an eight hour period,”
Research and Development
Director Russell Davis said. Ozone
is heavier than air so in a stand
you’d want to mount it above
you, so the ozone curtain will
spread and drop down, washing
out your human scent.“With this
product, you don’t have to give
up hunting the downwind direc-
tion.” The ozone does its work
and dissipates within 5 to 10
feet, so typically deer are not
sensing it. Even if they did, ozone
occurs naturally in their environ-
ment during rainstorms, so Davis
said it would be unlikely to
spook them. That’s Davis in the
photograph at right, next to a
video explaining how to mount
and use the Ozonics units.

Big & J decorated its ranch style booth with a row of
bucks taken on the owners’Nebraska property. Jeremy Atkins
said he and Sean Wuller (the big of Big and J) got into the
deer feed business after developing a mix for their own use, a
mix of Nebraska-grown grains whose strong odor proved
very effective in attracting deer. “It was our little secret mix.
We weren’t going to sell it. Now we have a staff and our crazy

Strong Turnout by Vendors, Buyers
By John Kasun, Mike Raykovicz and Tim Dehn
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idea has turned into a business.”
There’s nothing fancy about Big & J’s packaging.

“We’re selling what’s in the bag, not the bag,” Atkins
emphasized after we photographed him at right hold-
ing one. The original BB2 is sold in environmentally
friendly brown paper sacks holding 6 pounds, 20
pounds or 40 pounds. “We use it in deer feeders to sup-
plement their natural browse and we also put it directly
in front of game cameras,” the Big & J president said.
There is no extra sweeteners or chemical attractants in
that product or in the more concentrated BB2 XX, which
some hunters buy to blend with corn or other natural
foods. Big & J feeds typically are shipped in palleted con-
tainers which are decorated to serve as displays. The
company also has a flat screen monitor available to
retailers already set up with a promotional video. For
more information, call the firm at (866) 210-7781.

Next up on the show floor for this writer was a visit to the
Winchester Archery booth. The company that licensed the
rights to use that brand that dates back to 1866 had made a
big investment prior to the ATA Show. With the aid of Parker
veteran Johnny Grace, who joined as the company’s vice pres-
ident of sales and marketing in February of 2010, Winchester
Archery had developed six vertical bows that dealers could
handle in the big booth and shoot on the demo lanes.
Winchester is also introducing three crossbows for 2011,
although those were still in prototype form. Winchester bows
use a two-track cam system with the same track performing
the cable take up and let out functions, slaving them togeth-
er. Quicksilver 31 and 34 models use an AST Cam where mod-
ules provide the half inch draw length adjustments. An
adjustable draw stop changes the let-off in a range from 55 to
80 percent. Cables run through a roller guard and you can
customize the grip with wood or rubber side plates or a full
insulating grip. These bows come with a Limbsaver dampen-
ers between the split limbs and with a Sudden Stop String
Dampener that is carried on a woven carbon fiber rod and
that is adjustable laterally. The 34 inch model is advertised to
shoot up to 343 fps under the IBO specs, while the shorter
Quiksilver 31 is advertised at up to 335 fps.

Rick Keirn of Rick’s Archery Shack, Albion, Indiana found
the pricing of the new Winchester line very attractive. Keirn
(at right in photo  with Johnny Grace) said layoffs and reduced
work hours in his
area meant the $799
price of the
Quicksilver models
made them much
easier to sell than
bows approaching
the $1,000 mark.
Winchester has mid-
priced Vaquero and
Tracker models that
use an ARC cam to
make draw length
adjustments with-
out the need for
modules or a bow

press. For women and youth, its Destiny and Thunderbolt
bows use a Rider Cam that builds draw weight as the draw
length is increased. These last two bows weigh just 2.6
pounds and the draw weight range is a wide 15 to 52 pounds.

Stallion, Maverick and Mustang crossbows were still
being refined as of the show dates, but will feature split limbs
and dual carbon rod string stops. Instead of the common
spring steel arrow retainers they’ll have quiet plungers. The
anti-dryfire mechanism prohibits trigger travel, which
Winchester promotes as a safer design than those that catch
the string on a second sear. The New Jersey manufacturer
calls the Ultra Match trigger being used on these three mod-
els “the most advanced trigger system ever found on a cross-
bow providing a trigger pull normally found only on the high-
est grade rifles.”

In the photo
at right, Bryan York
(far right) is show-
ing a prototype of
a Winchester
crossbow to Steve
Hejza and Jill and
Alan Tanship of
Hideaway Archery
in South Dayton,
New York. These
crossbows should

be in produc-
tion and ready
to ship by June
of this year. For more information on the bows or cross-
bows, reach the manufacturer at (877) 227-9445.

It’s rare to hear about an act of vandalism or theft that
occurs on the show floor, but that’s what happened to Mike
Scanliffe of Lightning Bowstrings. Outside show hours
someone opened his bow cases and bent the Square-Up
torque indicators while they were on the bows. Scanliffe
had them replaced in time for people to continue looking
them over in the booth and shooting them on the demo
lanes.

Scanliffe’s booth display showed the progression of the
product from his original home-built design to two blocky
prototypes and the original square-framed device he
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began marketing. All hold twin
vertical wires behind the riser
that the shooter can use to
“square up” his shot before
release. The current model
(outlined in red) uses a round
frame so it’s sleeker and quicker
to center with round pin
guards. The current metal ver-
sion retails for $64.95.
Committed to keeping his
product made in America,
Scanliffe said he hopes to add a
polymer-framed Square-Up
that dealers can retail for $39.
Reach the Connecticut
manufacturer at (860) 663-
3949.

Martin was promoting
the latest versions of the
Firecat and Onza series on
the show floor. The Onza 3
(shown below in red)  uses
a riser that’s bridged for
balance and strength. It’s
machined from solid blocks
of aluminum and then
pinned and bolted togeth-
er below the grip and
above the sight window. That manufacturing approach
reduces machining time and wasted metal, and is a big rea-

son this attractive bow carries a
Minimum Advertised Price of
$599 in the Next Camo finish. A
Torque Reducing Cable Guard
and String Oscillation Suppressor
come standard, and for an up-
charge those two components
and the Nitro 2.0 Hybrid Pro Cams
can be “cloaked” with the same
finish as the riser and limbs.

The Onza 3 is available
through all channels, but the new
Firecat 400 and Firecat 360 are
Pro Series models restricted to
archery pro shops. Fang-like pro-
jections in the new riser add a
hungry look to these 32 inch
models, which you can get in six
finishes including a Leopard Skin.
The Firecat 400 uses the Nitro 2.0
Hybrid Pro Cams, while the 360
has an Acu-Trak 2.0 Single Cam.
Find out more about Martin’s
2011 models by calling (800) 541-
8902.

The Ryterra line is built by
Martin at its Walla Walla,
Washington plant and the Ryterra

Seeker 365 may just over-
shadow the Alien X, Alien Z
and Alien Nemesis already
in that line. Aaron Hamilton
(pictured at right) oversees
the machine shop at Martin
and is part of the design
team headed by Terry
Martin that developed this
bow which allows you to
adjust brace height by 2-
1/2 inches and adjust grip
angle. That’s possible
because the grip is mount-
ed with clamps to twin car-
bon stabilizers that project
from the riser. The Hybrix
3.0 Cams easily adjust for
draw length over a 4 inch
span to compensate for changes you may make in the brace
height. That means a customer could shoot one setup for 3-D,
then change to a more forgiving brace height when he goes
hunting.

Your sight can be mounted on the grip section and the top
sight hole is slotted so you can square the sight back up if you
do choose to angle the grip. You can also mount the sight to
the curved riser if you want less forward weight in your bow.
Ryterra equips this model with twin string stops licensed
through the STS brand, mounted on an eccentric so you can
keep them centered on the string no matter how your cus-
tomer draws the bow.With all this bow has to offer mass weight
comes in at 4.5 pounds, heavier than its Alien cousins. But the
grip is the slimmest in the Ryterra line, because all it has to sup-
port is the bow’s draw weight, not the much higher forces gen-
erated by the preloaded limbs. The MAP on the Seeker 365 is
$899, and you can find out more by calling (509) 529-2554.

At the BowJax booth, owners Stuart and Becky Wright
were visiting with Dale Karjala (in white shirt) of their sales rep
group, Hudalla Associates.
Karjala was being shown
the company’s latest prod-
ucts, including a Magnum
Rizrjax II. Sold in pairs, these
double-sided dampeners
have long arms with six
molded balls that touch the
riser and dampen vibration.
While the original Magnum
Rizrjax had a 1-1/2 inch
base, the new version (at
left in photo) has a 1 inch
base so you can fit it to
smaller riser holes and even
to accessories like target sight
extension bars. For a copy of the
12 page 2011 catalog loaded with
bow and crossbow dampening
options, call the Idaho manufac-
turer at (208) 762-3692.
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Demonstration
lanes for LaPorte
America had many
shooters eager to
try its aerial target
system. LaPorte is a
French firm that has
been building clay
target launchers for
more than 80 years.
It’s now developed
a launcher for 25
cm (10 inch) foam
target disks for
archery.The targets can be launched at dif-
ferent heights or angles, even rolled along
the ground like “rabbits” at a skeet shoot.
They are so light and soft a LaPorte
employee repeatedly let them bounce off
his hand to illustrate the launcher’s safety.
Yet they should each absorb 500 impacts.

Wiet Stokhuyzen of LaPorte is pictured
next to the target launcher in the photo
above. He said the launcher was built
rugged, so it can keep on working in rain or
mud. The big carousel on top holds 65 tar-
gets and a fully charged 12 volt battery
should launch between 5,000 and 7,000
targets. The 245 pound unit is on wheels
and comes with a tow handle for easy
repositioning. With its standard 25 yard
cable release, the Phoenix 65T25 is
designed to sell for $6,495. Available acces-
sories include a remote wireless release,
traditional archery equipment and com-
plete packages that include lightweight
recurves, armguards and flu-flu arrows.The
U.S. branch of the firm, Laporte America, is
scheduled to begin production in this
country in a couple months, Wiet said.
Below is a photo of NFAA President Bruce
Cull (foreground)  and Doug Engh of the
Florida-based National Archery
Development Association (NADA) testing
their skills on aerial targets. For more
details or to place an order, you can reach
the Laporte America sales office in Virginia
at (800) 335-8727.

Codet Newport Corporation is a
manufactur-
er of hunting
clothes that
got its start
in 1946, a
third gener-
ation, family
owned busi-
ness. Chris
Allen is the

National Sales Manager for that firm and also heads the
Wood’N Trail Division that makes use of some of the same five
camo patterns to offer a My Dip Kit. There is a Wood’n Trail Big
Game pattern, an Arctic Snow, Safety Blaze, Waterfowl and
Perfect Pink pattern.Three more patterns will be out by March,
Allen said.

The My Dip Kits come with two square meters of film in
your choice of patterns. The film is on a roll and the interior of
the roll has the other components, from scuff pads and masks
to latex gloves and four different spray cans. The customer
starts by cleaning the item he’s going to finish, then applying a
primer and base coat. The film is then cut slightly larger than
the part and taped at the edges to help maintain its integrity.
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Placed on water,
the floating film is
then sprayed with
an activator and
the part is dipped
through it. After
rinsing, you must
let the dipped part
thoroughly dry
before adding a
protective top
coat. We pho-
tographed Allen with a part finished this way, an outboard
motor housing, while Alexalee Nadeau holds one of the pack-
aged My Dip Kits. You can get more information from the
Vermont manufacturer by calling (800) 992-6338. Canadian
dealers and distributors can reach the Quebec office by calling
(888) 333-4819.

The same type of lithium ion batteries that power newer
rechargeable tools are being used by Gerbings to produce
Core Heated Clothing. Colby Wright (shown below) said the
bulky 12 volt nickel hydride batteries the company used on
earlier products like heated seats have been replaced by slim 7
volt rechargeable bat-
tery packs small enough
to fit in the cuffs of
gloves. The Core Heat
camouflage gloves the
Washington firm mar-
kets have a lifetime war-
ranty on the Microwire
heating technology.
That’s Gerbing’s patent-
ed process of intertwin-
ing tiny stainless steel
wires and encasing
them in a waterproof
coating.This heating element runs the full length of each finger
and thumb, as well as heating the back of the hand.

For garments like its camo vests and jackets, Gerbings uses
conductive textile fibers that are fabricated into heating panels
and then waterproofed.“The panels are placed on both sides of
the upper chest and right in the middle of the back,” Wright
explained.“That’s where you get the best heat transfer.” A sin-
gle battery will power a Gerbings Heated Vest or Heated
Handwarmer for 2 hours on high, 3 at medium high, 5 at medi-
um low and 8 at the low (or 25 percent) setting.You can sell cus-
tomers extra battery packs for any product or a larger battery
for products like the vest and seat cushion. Reach Gerbings by
calling (866) 371-HEAT.

SportChief, the Canadian manufacturer of work wear and
camouflage clothing,had its attention getting snow camo front
and center. Phil Hardy of SportChief said the pattern is white
with light gray accents. Designed by a snow goose hunter
known for his ability to trick wary old birds, it’s used by white-
tail hunters on both sides of the border, as well by those hunt-
ing caribou during the winter in Quebec and Ontario.The com-
pany makes everything from lightweight unlined garments to
“3 in 1”parkas that have removable liner jackets. A popular fab-

ric choice is the
SilentX used on this
winter wear, backed
up with a Aquatex
waterproof breath-
able layer and coat-
ed with a premium
DuPont durable
water resistant fin-
ish. The parka has
water resistant YKK
zippers and is lined

with a ScentZro layer to prevent
it from picking up body odors.

Despite its range of camou-
flage choices, the popularity of
hunting from blinds means
SportChief is also adding more
choices in dark, solid colors. The
jacket Hardy is holding is sewn from an LSS fabric that has four-
way stretch, so it can fit snug without binding. Waterproof and
breathable, the hooded garment is designed to retail for
around $169.

To learn more about SportChief hunting garments, call the
firm toll free at (800) 567-1729.

Jeff DeRegnaucourt of Burr and Company is one of the
best known insurance agents in the archery business because
archery is more than a business for him. DeRegnaucourt is an
avid bowhunter and competitive archer who recently had his
second shoulder replacement surgery, which is why he was
wearing a sling on the ATA Show floor in Indianapolis.With the
help of physical therapy and a change in how he draws the
bow (patterned after the method made famous by Korea’s win-
ning archers) DeRegnaucourt hopes to be ready to shoot the
NAA Indoor Nationals this March.

DeRegnaucourt is also one of archery’s tireless volunteers.
He trains instructors for the NASP program in Michigan and is
part of a group working to develop a $1 million archery center
where adult shooters as well as NASP and JOAD participants
can shoot up to 90 meters indoors right through Michigan’s
winter. The archery club he belongs to, the Easton Foundation
and the Michigan Department of Natural Resources have all
pledged major support, DeRegnaucourt said, so one more sub-
stantial donation is all that’s needed for work to get underway
on the new center.

The Burr and Company agency specializes in insurance
plans for archery retailers and
manufacturers,but also is pro-
moting an inexpensive
Outdoorsman’s Hunting and
Fishing Accident Insurance
policy with the brochures this
agent showed me. If you’d like
details of that or any of the
coverage options available
through the Grand Rapids,
Michigan business, call
DeRegnaucourt or his team-
mates at (800) 878-2877.
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The Messinger family runs Outback
Archery in Huntington, West Virginia and
we watched as they tried out the Verifier
and Clarifier displays with the help of
General Manager Michael Anderson of
Specialty Archery Products, LLC.
Verfiers and Clarifiers are tiny lenses that
screw into the company’s threaded peep
sights. Twelve-year-old Cole Messinger
may benefit from a Verifier lens because
he wears glasses and may not see his
sight pins as sharp as he’d like against
the target face or game animal.
Anderson said the Iowa firm has added
a low-power #4 Clarifier for shooters like
Cole who need minimal correction. Five
stronger Clarifiers were already in the
line and the display has all six mounted
in a hand held device that’s connected
to a second grip holding a simple sight
pin. Each provides a different amount of
correction, similar to simple reading
glasses. That’s why Specialty Archery
prefers to sell the Verifiers through full
service retailers who have the Verifier
display in their store. A list of them
appears on the company web site
(www.specialtyarch.com)

Penny and Chris Messinger had also
brought their 15-year-old daughter,
Devyn, to the 2011 ATA Show. Devyn
(below) is the purchasing agent and web
site designer for the family business, and
wants to shoot competitive archery like
her father. Devyn was trying out the

Clarifier display  to find out which one of those
lenses would work best with her magnifying
scope.

Specialty Archery also offers dealers an
aperture display, since the molded and
machined peeps accept apertures from 1/32 to
1/8 inch. For information on these products, a
new finger shooter’s rest in the Bodoodle series
and new adjustable V-bars, call the firm at (800)
555-2856.

Predator Innovations makes the Hang-
On Buddy, a good name for a bracket system
that eases and speeds installation of hang-on

TM
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treestands. Co-owner
Robert Ehrig was show-
ing dealers how the sys-
tem’s hanging tab
attaches with four bolts
to the upright of most
single backbone stands
and some dual back-
bone stands.The mount-
ing base is then attached
to the tree with the
included heavy-duty
ratchet and strap. The
hunter then sets the
stand in place and
secures it with a locking pin,
a final step that can be
accomplished quickly and
easily.

Since you’re not jug-
gling the stand as you strap
the base around the tree,
the Hang-On Buddy may
make your favorite stand
easier to hang. It also means you’re more likely to take it down
after a hunt, minimizing weathering and the chance of theft.
But the main appeal is how it lets you hunt multiple locations
with the same stand.Your customers will pay a MSRP of $29.99
for the complete system and then can purchase additional
bases for $19.99 each. “That means you can hunt four more
locations for under $100,” Ehrig said. Predator Innovations
offers a lifetime warranty on this American-made product.
Reach the Pennsylvania firm at (877) 831-1525.

Co-owner Jim Barta and Keith Karr, the director of product
design, helped explain the latest lightweight life protectors
from Hunter Safety Systems (HSS). In the past all HSS safety
harnesses were incorporated into vests.That made them easier
to put on and gave the hunter more pockets for gear. But even
the lightweight Pro Series models this 10-year-old firm added
in the recent years, with their mesh panels, were too warm and
heavy to suit some customers.

Barta said the firm decided to design a har-
ness that dispensed with the vest and still met HSS
standards for comfort and safety. The Ultra-Lite
(model HSS310) has wide padded black straps and
backbone so it resists tangling. Karr pointed out
the new dual release buckle being used through
the company’s line. It’s light, compact, it’s rubber
coated for quiet and it’s very safe: You have to
simultaneously press two locking tabs to release it.

For 2011, an Ultra-Lite X-treme version (model
HSS350) is being offered with Realtree camo and
binocular rangefinder straps. These Ultra-Lite har-
nesses are set up for use with the
Lineman’s Climbing Strap and if your
customer wants storage space he can
add HSS Saddle bags.The Ultra-Lite X-
treme is to the right of Barta in this
photo. To his left is a new Lady Pro

Series model.“We took our Pro Series vest and trimmed
up the back and tailored it to fit most ladies,”Barta said.
Trimmed with pink accents, ladies can buy this in a
Realtree or Mossy Oak camo, in a small/medium or
large/extra large size. You can find out more details in
the company’s 28 page catalog, which also has photos
and testimonials from hunters whose lives were saved
because they used HSS products. Call the Alabama firm
at (256) 773-7732.

Tim Barber is a chemist and the owner of Invisible
Hunter.We photographed him talking with Kenny Kays
(at left) of NAK Outfitters, Sullivan, Indiana. Barber is
introducing a new scent elimination line. The scent
killing spray is available un-scented or with an earth
scent. The big 22 ounce bot-

tle comes with a 1 ounce companion
bottle that’s easy for a hunter to take
with them. Barber said his formula
dries clean:There’s no sodas or fillers
in it so you won’t end up with white
spots on your hunting clothes, no
matter how many times you reapply
it. The Pennsylvania manufacturer
plans to add shampoo, hair condi-
tioner, body soap and laundry deter-
gent in the Invisible Hunter brand.
You can find out more by calling toll
free to (877) 406-4868.

It’s no secret that many bag tar-
gets already make use of recycled
fibers. But it’s far more unusual to
find foam targets that are diverting material from our landfills.
Big Green Targets is doing that in a big way.The parent firm is
in the business of recycling scrap closed cell foam into the foam
board that provides the cushioning under artificial turf in areas
like football fields and playgrounds. It first shreds the incoming
foam and then uses heat and pressure to form panels.The pan-
els can also be used under green roofs and around basement
foundations. Last year Poly-Green Foam, LLC processed 450
semi-trailer loads of foam diverting a mountain of material

from landfills.
With the aid of

its new archery divi-
sion, Big Green
Targets, Poly-Green
Foam LLC hopes to
dramatically increase
the amount of scrap
foam it accepts in
2011. That’s because
these same foam
panels also form the
frame of Big Green
targets intended for
field points, while the
cores are made of
waste textile scraps.
Broadhead targets
from Big Green are
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formed entirely of layers of the recycled foam, apart from the
heavy shrink wrap that protects their edges and the thin foam
face that carries the graphics.

There are more than 15 styles of Big Green targets to
choose from, but independent retailers may want to look first
at the Buck Stop 22 and Buck Stop 26 models. We pho-
tographed Big Green CEO Danny Little with a selection of these
dealer only models. (You can see the recycled foam board in
the inset photo). The cores on these models intended for field
point use are more tightly packed than on other styles, allow-
ing them to be used with crossbows firing up to 350 fps as well
as with any

vertical bow. For the show Big Green decorated these Buck
Stop targets with promotions for outdoor shows the firm spon-
sors. Retailers can buy those same graphics, a standard target
face or have Big Green create a target face advertising the pro
shop. There is a one-time $250 setup fee per target size, but
after that the custom screen printing is free anytime you order
50 or more of the same SKU. The MSRP on these targets is
$99.99 for the 22 inch, $119.99 for the 26 inch. Get more infor-
mation about Big Green Targets, including a 48 inch range tar-
get suitable for backstop use, by calling (888) 390-5548.

Chris Snider showed ArrowTrade two new products from
Tactical Archery Systems, developer of the S.A.B.O. Bow Sight.
The Hip Bone is a quick attach bow
holder that, like a hip bone, employs a
ball and socket joint.You wear the sock-
et portion on your belt, and mount the
ball to your bow. If you want to carry
your bow grip up, you use the ball
that’s designed to thread into the 5/8
inch female mount at the end of many
stabilizers. If you prefer to carry the
bow string up, the package includes a
ball designed to mount at the end of
standard cable guard rods. There’s
enough give in the socket to easily pop
the ball in and out.Snider is holding the
packaged product in this photo, next to
an eye-catching Hip Bone graphic.

The Delta Rail is a new stabilizer
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that uses picatinny
rails for mounting
accessories like lights
and laser sights for
hog hunting. These
rails adjust laterally so
it’s easy to sight those
accessories in so
they’re on-target when the hunter comes to full draw.The inte-
rior of the 6.5 ounce stabilizer contains a stainless rod mounted
in polymer bushings, to provide active bow dampening.

The S.A.B.O.Sight the Texas firm launched in 2007 has been
upgraded for 2011.The holographic red dot sight now has four
independently adjustable aim points, is still battery-free and
Pope & Young legal. Get more information by calling (877) 686-
7226.

With the ATA show setting a record in booth space and
demo lanes rented, there was no room for the Archery
Interactive Systems staff to bring the trailer that houses their
demonstration TechnoHUNT Archery System. The subject of
our May, 2010 Cover Story, the Denver Colorado company is
now building the most realistic and trouble-free systems it has
ever offered. The basic TH100 unit can run every one of the
more than 700 hunting simulations, with the shooter or shoot-
ers firing in turn at high quality video of game animals on a
screen 20 yards away. As shots hit the screen the vitals and
impact point are briefly displayed and the score is recorded.

The deluxe TH300 can automatically track up to three
archers firing at once, so it has the potential to handle more
traffic and generate more revenue. It also lets you shoot at sim-
ulated ranges up to 56 yards, and to further challenge cus-
tomers by introducing wind into the equation.

List price for the TH100 is $27,995 while the deluxe model
goes for $38,995. The price includes delivery,set-up and on-site
training provided by Steve Ericksen, third from left in this staff
photo. Steve Von Strohe (left in this photograph) and Bob
Campbell (second from left) can answer any questions from
dealers interested in new units or in the upgrades available for
existing units. That’s Archery Interactive President Louis Hard
(far right) with his team on the ATA Show floor. Reach them by
calling (303) 531-4868.

Kevin Folsom
(at right) brought
us up to date on
Outdoor Sports
Products. The
company is best
known for its
S a b e r M a x x
broadhead (see
photo), a three
blade design with a scal-
loped ring designed to
improve flight and make a
more deadly wound. “It’s
designed to increase the
wound channel by trim-
ming the hair and mem-
brane tissue. Even on a
marginal hit you’ll get
heavy bleeding.” Folsom
said the razor-sharp ring
is tempered to punch
through light bones like ribs but it will shatter by design if it hits
heavy bone, allowing the rest of the head to continue to pene-
trate. “A lot of people worry about penetration but pass-
throughs are common on deer.” On the two cow buffalo he’s
shot with his 63 pound draw weight, the co-owner said his
SaberMaxx-tipped arrow has penetrated to the far rib cage.

New from the camping side of Outdoor Sports Products is
a hand cranked camp light. One minute of cranking will pro-
vide hours of soft blue LED illumination, or you can let the top-
mounted solar panel do the work. You can also recharge cell
phones by plugging them in and cranking, a nice feature for
hunters operating from a tent camp. That’s Folsom demon-
strating the unit.The same company also sells tents, backpacks
and ATV accessories. Request a catalog by calling (509) 990-
9474 or (509) 979-6002.

Ric Clark, inventor of the Equalizer Release, has teamed up
with Jerry Smith of Goat Tuff to bring the product to market.
The release hooks the string well behind the plunger-style trig-
ger,allowing archers to gain up to 3 inches of draw length.Clark
is an avid bowhunter,but has always been handicapped by a 28
inch draw length. Instead of accepting that his arrow speeds
would always fall far short of what bow companies advertise
from their 30 inch test results, he spent two years developing a
release aid that would move the string back toward the palm of
his hand. At his 70 pound draw weight, he was able to gain sig-
nificant arrow speed with the Equalizer Release when he hunt-
ed elk this year.

Smith said short draw men are obvious candidates for buy-
ing an Equalizer, but so are many women. That’s because
women may find it easier to boost penetration by increasing
their effective draw length
when they’re already
pulling as much bow
weight as they can com-
fortably handle. “They
can’t increase their
poundage but they can
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increase their draw stroke,” the
Goat Tuff owner said.

That’s Jerry Smith (left) and
Ric Clark in the photo at right, with
Equalizer releases in their hands.
For more information about the
Equalizer Release and Goat Tuff
vanes and adhesives, call the
Arizona Manufacturer at (520) 742-
1701.

Elite Archery’s Peter
Crawford and Garret Armstrong
teamed up to present information
on the totally new Elite bow line.
The Elite brand isn’t new; This was the
third ATA show for the bow brand. But it
has wiped the slate clean and has four
new models for 2011.“We’re trying to cre-
ate bows that are very efficient, a joy to
shoot and that represent the highest
quality,”Crawford said during a press con-
ference hosted by the T-13 ad agency.

The new Elite Hunter is the
smoothest drawing of the new models, a
31.75 inch bow offered in 40 to 80 pounds
peak weight that covers draw lengths of
25 to 30-1/2 inches. Like all four new
bows,this one uses interchangeable mod-
ules to provide the draw length adjust-
ments.Elite rates the bow at 323 fps under
the 30 inch, 70 pound, 350 grain IBO spec-
ifications, but the catalog also shows deal-
ers what speed will be produced at the
other available draw lengths. That’s
Armstrong holding the bow (below) in a
Realtree AP Snow finish that Elite sampled
last year:This year the snow camo is avail-
able as one of the five standard finishes.
The Hunter is viewed by Elite as a replace-
ment for last year’s Z-28.

Replacing the Judge in the
line-up is a new speed bow, the
Pulse. A 6 inch brace height helps
this 34 inch model produce IBO
speeds of 342 fps.

At 36 inches axle-to-axle, the
new Pure is what Armstrong
called an “all-season bow” since it
is stable enough for competition
yet a good choice for hunting,
especially if the customer has
long arms. The Pulse has a 7 inch
brace height and covers 27-1/2 to
31-1/2 inches in draw length. Elite
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also has a bow specifically designed for tournament shooters,
the Tour that is 38 inches axle-to-axle. Those shooters will be
able to choose from three different finishes this year, including
one that changes color based on the angle light rays are hitting
it. Find out more about this dealer-only bow line by calling
(877) 503-5483.

Sharing the stage at that breakfast press event was Parker
Crossbows, represented by Senior Vice President Paul
Vaicunas. Parker gave the several dozen media people a run-
down on the new Concorde auto-cocking crossbow.This cross-
bow uses a 9 ounce CO2 cartridge, the same size used by many
paintball guns. The cartridge rides in a vented housing below
the barrel and is used to cock or de-cock the unit by simply
pressing a button at the end of the stock. In mild weather you’ll
get about 50 cycles from the tank, Vaicunas said, while cold
weather use can cut that to as few as 20. Still, 20 shots for a
crossbow owner is a lot, enough for a very extensive practice
session or maybe a whole season in the woods.Extra CO2 tanks
can be purchased pre-filled and recharging them costs as little
as $3.

Vaicunas urged the media to think of the $1,200 Concorde
as an “enabling crossbow.” It’s going to enable people who still
struggle to cock a hunting weight crossbow with a rope cock-
ing aid or crank cocking aid to smoothly and almost silently do
it on their own. Since it’s aimed at the physically challenged
hunter, Parker didn’t overdo the performance. The 9-1/2 inch
powerstroke helps generate an arrow speed of 305 fps. Mass
weight is comparably high because of the cocking mechanism,
at 11-1/2 pounds. However, on the plus side Vaicunas said this
Concorde is the quietest crossbow Parker has ever built.“When
you shoot it you don’t hear a crack, it’s more of a thump.”

That’s Vaicunas in the photo with Exhibitor and Member
Services Manager
Maria Lewis of the
Archery Trade
Association. She’s
got her finger on
the cocking but-
ton hidden in the
end of the butt
stock on this new
Concorde.

Parker is also
adding a new
Hornet Extreme
with 165 pound
draw (priced from
$599.95) and a
150 pound draw
Panther Pink
model for ladies
that will be priced from $399.95.You can get more information
about Parker Crossbows and the Red Hot crossbow accessory
line by calling (540) 337-5426.

John Dudley took the podium on behalf of Norway
Industries to introduce the newest vanes. Dudley is a noted
competitor and coach who writes extensively on competitive
archery topics in both the U.S. and overseas markets. He also
serves in marketing and sales roles with some companies with

a strong following among com-
petitive archers. Norway
Industries introduced the first
successful plastic vanes more
than 50 years ago, he said, but it
wasn’t until the Oregon firm
developed the co-polymer
Fusion vanes that the market
finally had a vane that addressed
noise, durability and adhesion in
a single product.
Fusion vanes are
tough and quiet
even at high speeds
because their blades
are formed from a
stiffer plastic, while
the soft Duravane
style bases support
great adhesion.

Fusion Vanes started with a 2 inch high profile, Dudley
reminded the audience, added a 3 inch low profile, then a 1.5
inch high profile for target shooters. This year the original
Fusion vane shape is also available branded for Mathews fans,
under a licensing agreement with that business. Authorized
Mathews retailers will be able to order 36 packs of that gold-
stamped vane directly from Norway Industries.

However, any retailer will be able to order the new edge
glow Zeon Fusion Vanes shown in the photo below Dudley.
These are ribbed 2.1 inch vanes that come in red, green, yel-
low and orange tints. The vanes are made from a light-col-
lecting clear polymer that lights up the vane edges. Fletch up

some arrows with these and put them where your cus-
tomers can see them, Dudley suggested, and the appear-
ance will do the selling for you. Norway Industries can be
reached in Myrtle Point, Oregon by calling (800) 778-4755.

Spot-Hogg is a new client of the T-13 Agency headed
by Tim Kent, and their representative used the press confer-
ence as a way to quickly summarize changes in the line for
the roomful of writers. First Josh
Johnson (at right) corrected some mis-
conceptions about the Bullet Proof
sight. It’s available not only in a three
pin model but in four pin and five pin
models as well.

All sight pins used in the Spot-
Hogg line for 2011 are the Bulletproof
style, he said, where the fiber optic is
protected in a channel along the back
of the metal blade style pins. Those
pins can be ordered in .010 inch, .019

inch and .029 inch, and dealers can also
specify what color pins they want in a sight.

The blue sight light Spot-Hogg has been using is cool and
stealthy but didn’t provide even illumination for the different
colors, Johnson said. Spot-Hogg has gone back to white sight
lights and it has tapped its single pin scopes to accept those
lights. Finally, you’ll be able to order Tagged Out Rangefinders
from Spot-Hogg for its various hunting sights:These stadia type
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rangefinders let you quickly gauge distance by bracketing the
animals from brisket to back and then choosing the corre-
sponding sight pin.

Get more information from this Oregon manufacturer by
calling (888) 302-7768.

GamePlan Gear highlighted a pair of products during the
90 minute press conference. Mike Arajakis said the company’s

original bow sling, the
BowStrap, had a hard-
ware clip that
snapped through the
riser, which had the
potential to mar a
bow’s finish. The new
SnapShot sling uses a
soft polymer strap
that goes around the
riser. Inside that strap
is a plastic post that
holds a nylon clip. The
new system makes it
easier to attach or
detach the sling while
wearing gloves, and it
still carries the bow
with the sight upright
and out of the brush.

Above, we photographed Jennifer Goninen of GamePlan
Gear in the company’s booth with a second new product, an
Over & Under pack that can be used
three ways. It consists of a small daypack
over a fanny pack. Either can be used
individually, and the fanny pack has a
shoulder harness for comfort and carry-
ing capacity. Jennifer is showing the
pouch that will accept a quiver and the
hood you can use to cover any bright
fletching. Get more information by call-
ing the manufacturer at (877) 544-6611.

G5 had reserved separate but
adjoining booths for the two bow lines it
now offers. Prime is a new premium
bow brand from the Michigan manufac-
turer, and it uses a new Parallel Cam
technology (see photo below) to ”virtu-
ally eliminate” cam lean and reduce hor-
izontal nock travel. These cams are draw
length specific, and you can order the
bows set up to reach out to 31 inches on
the Centroid, 30.5 inches on the Shift.

The risers for the 30 inch Shift and
34 inch Centroid  are forged and then

milled from a 7000
series aluminum alloy
that is stronger than the
commonly used 6061
alloy. They use the I-
Glide ceramic cable
guard guide that was

developed for the com-
pany’s Quest line, but
here it’s mounted on a
polymer encased flexi-
ble titanium rod that lets
the cables move in at full
draw, reducing torque in
the system.

Over at the Quest
booth, Brian Wright of
the G5 customer service
team showed off the new Torch and Rev in this photo above.
The 31 inch Torch is designed to appeal to teens and ladies with
draw lengths down to 24 inches and a weight range that spans
30 to 45 pounds. G5’s decorating arm developed a Gfade pat-
tern that starts with a pink camo and fades to black for the
Torch.

While the Torch uses a single cam, the 32 inch Rev uses
twin Synch cams to deliver a smooth draw at an IBO rating of
320 fps. Quest is using the same riser it designed for the popu-
lar Primal high performance hunting bow, but the Rev’s higher
brace height of 7-1/4 inches makes it more forgiving. Modules
are used to change the draw length and like the Centroid you’ll
be able to reach out to fit 31 inches of draw if needed.

For more information about Prime and Quest bows, call
the Michigan manufacturer at (866) 456-8836.

At the Dead Down Wind booth, Owner Gary Reed took
the time to highlight some of the differences between those
enzyme based products and the more common scent killers
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and soaps that attack odor with chemicals.The company’s new
3D Triple Action Laundry detergent uses a cocktail of different
enzymes that accomplish different missions.“We have enzymes
in there designed to clean, to deodorize, to knock out stains,
and to protect the fibers.” The chemicals in other detergents
typically harm the fibers over time, he explained. And some of
them may not be effective odor killers if the fibers are loaded
up with a biological film of dead bacteria.

The biological approach to cleaning clothes is coming on
strong in the commercial laundry industry, Reed said, in part
because it can extend the life of uniforms and bedding and
tablecloths.That’s a benefit hunters may also think is important
for their costly camo clothes.

Reed said there is also a movement underway by the fed-
eral government to restrict some of the commonly used odor
killing chemicals, because of health concerns.“People typically
have far fewer skin sensitivities to our products than they do to
others,” Reed told this writer.

Because the Evolve 3 scent killing spray is enzyme based,
Dead Down Wind can safely concentrate its active ingredients
into tiny packets ideal for travel.
You’re not going to get a filled 24
ounce spray bottle on a plane, but
your customer can pack the empty
bottle with the twin Pac-It refills that
come banded to the top. At his des-
tination, he simply adds water to the
contents of the packet and the
enzymes are ready to go to work
breaking molecular bonds to elimi-
nate odor. We photographed David
Billman, the Dead Down Wind direc-
tor of sales, holding a combo pack of
laundry detergent, body and hair
soap and the Evolve 3 spray with
Pac-It refills.

In the GhostBlind booth,Keven
Pottmeyer demonstrated that
camo-backed mirrored blind, which
sits at an angle to reflect surround-
ing foliage back to the animal’s eyes. The blind is made of cor-
rugated plastic, folds up for carrying and now weighs just 12
pounds.You can sell it alone or with a carrying case Pottmeyer
has on his back, a carrying case you can tie a folding chair to if

needed.
GhostBlind is

also working on a
Runner model that
will be aimed at
turkey hunters and
predator hunters
who sit on the
ground with their
firearms or short
bows. Pottmeyer
said it will likely be
23 or 24 inches
high, with panels
about 15 or 16

inches wide so you can
fold it up and stick it
into a backpack. For
more information, con-
tact the Ohio manufac-
turer at (877) 751-4868.

At the Campbell
Cameras booth (right)
Jeremy Leu is holding a
Sony XD Cam priced
around $18,000, for an
example of the top-end
video systems this business carries. The most popular video
cameras the company sells are in the $2,000 to $4,000 price
range, he said, and it does have some pocket-size units around
the $900 price mark.“Everything we sell,even the smallest cam-
eras, are capable of producing broadcast quality video,” Leu
remarked. Along with the wide range in prices is a wide range
in customers, from those very skilled and knowledgeable about
the use of video gear to those who are buying a first camera to

film their own hunts.“Our goal is to let all the
upper-end producers know this is a one-stop
shop for cameras and accessories. Yet you
don’t have to be an educated buyer to buy
from us. We have the knowledge base and
we’ll do the legwork for you.”

Campbell Cameras runs two video
schools per year and also is behind the
Campbell’s Outdoor Challenge TV show that
is built around the sport of filming hunts.You
can get more information about the Outdoor
Challenge or the Sony and Canon cameras
this company carries by calling (877) 384-
3337.

GSM has a wide line of electronics for
hunters, including the compact Flare spot-
light being held by Ron Tindall,on the right in
this photo below. That light runs on AA bat-
teries and combines six green perimeter
LEDs for close-range lighting needs with

three 1 watt white LEDs at the center which combined put out
193 lumens. LEDs are so efficient that this lightweight hand
held light will go five hours on high power.The giant light Doug
Mann is holding is a special purpose model that should appeal
to police and other search and rescue personnel. It uses the
blue High Intensity Discharge bulb (like some newer cars) to
put out a blazing 3200 lumens for about 40 minutes before a
recharge is needed. For more information about GSM lights,
game cameras and hearing enhancers, call the California office
at (760) 450-1006.

In visiting with
Major Person of
Wildgame Innovations,
during a press luncheon
sponsored by Media
Direct, we found that
Louisiana firm added
another new product
since the fall visit that
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resulted in the January 2011 cover story.
we knew about the Rack Rock addition to
the Deer Cane family, a naturally mined
mineral that has some of the same attrac-
tive minerals as those in other Deer Cane
products. But Bone Head was a surprise
to us, a result of Wildgame Innovations
teaming up with the Bone Science team
based in Minnesota. Bone Head from
Wildgame Innovations has some of the
same antler building minerals as Bone D-
Monium from Deer Science. Naturally the
packaging is going to grab your cus-
tomer’s attention. “We want the packag-
ing to help this product jump off the shelf
and into your customer’s shopping bas-
ket,” Person said. He’s pictured above.

To reach the Louisiana plant where
Bone Head is being produced, call the
firm at (337) 839-6267.

The Friday Media Direct press lun-
cheon was also an opportunity for
ArrowTrade to learn more about the
PolyOne line of polymers and dyes.
Headquartered in Ohio,this producer and
distributor has more than 4,000 employ-
ees working in more than 40 warehouses
and production facilities world-wide.
Sales of more than $2 billion annually
include both PolyOne’s own resins and
those it distributes for 20 other manufac-
turers.

Jeffrey Randa (left in photo below)
and Robert Johns (center, with producer

Jared Gustafson) were at the ATA because PolyOne wants to
supply more of the plastics used within the archery industry.
Randa said they’ve already made significant inroads into the
firearms industry, supplying polymers for things like recoil
pads. He demonstrated the dampening effects of one material
by dropping a ball bearing on it, with no rebound, and said that
same material may be a great vibration dampener for archery
equipment. Archery companies that are looking for better
polymers or looking to replace metal components with mold-
ed ones are welcome to call Randa, a senior marketing manag-
er, at his Illinois office at (630) 972-3130. He can help set up a
meeting between the technical engineers at PolyOne and the
company’s own design and engineering staff, to brainstorm
about which polymers can give the best results.

ALL CAMERAS come with USB cable and bungee cords
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ACUArchery is now packaging its molded and machined
bow locks for retail sale.That’s because the market for them has
spread beyond the retailer protecting his inventory from acci-
dental dry fires to include the consumer. Jerry Bishir said dad
might want to lock up his kid’s bows or put a lock on his own
hunting bow so that the kid’s friends don’t mess with it while
he’s at work.

Aluminum ACU Loks come in seven finishes now, including
a higher cost pink that supports the fight against breast cancer
and a higher cost Lost Camo designed for sale to Mathews fans.
The molded Econo ACU Lok comes in the original blaze orange
or a new pink, with MSRPs of $9.99 or $10.99. When you buy
these locks packaged
for resale, the box for
the aluminum lock or
the bag with header
card for the molded lock
does come with a UPC
code for use with Point
of Sale Systems. That’s
co-owner Bishir in the
photo, and the second
shot shows the new
pink versions where $1
is being donated to the
Breast Cancer
Foundation for each
molded lock sold, $2 for
each aluminum lock.
Reach the manufacturer
in Indiana by calling
(260) 563-6097.

A visit to the
Victory Archery booth
gave ArrowTrade an
opportunity to meet with Dave Lopez, vice president of manu-
facturing and operations for Aldia, new owners of that arrow
line.Aldia has been in the composites business for 38 years,and
is a major supplier of graphite golf shafts. Lopez said Aldia has
been supplying Victory with its shafts so now this vertically
integrated brand should be more competitive than ever.

Lopez (shown at
left) said golf shafts
and arrow shafts are
manufactured in a
similar manner. At its
Poway, California
plant Aldia pulls car-
bon fibers from a
creel which holds
many spools of the
costly fiber. Those
fibers go through a
machine that combs
and rolls the fibers
which are then
brought into contact
under heat with the
resins that have been

preapplied to a release paper. The resins saturate the fibers to
form what’s know in the industry as a “pre-preg.” To keep the
resin from beginning to cure, the pre-preg is frozen. It’s shipped
to Aldia’s own factories in Vietnam or China where it is stored in
large freezers and allowed to warm up before being processed
into golf shafts or arrow shafts. The shafts are fletched overseas
as well, then shipped back to the Poway, California distribution
center for sale to distributors and dealers.

Lopez was photographed next to the newest VAP arrows
from Victory. VAP stands for Victory Armor Piercing and they
utilize the company’s new tapered insert to make a smooth
transition between the small shaft diameter and the broad-
head or field point. Jayson Bentcik of Victory said that elimi-
nates the shoulder that could snag on targets and in game ani-
mals it helps to “blow a big hole so there’s no drag on the shaft.”
These new inserts add 1
inch to the arrow length
and they’re being
machined at the Poway
plant, where nock bushings
for Victory arrows are also
made. For more informa-
tion about the Victory
Archery line, contact the
firm at (866) 934-6565.

Indo-MIM was exhibit-
ing at the ATA Show to gain
additional business part-
ners for its precision metal
components that are
made through the Metal
Injection Molding process.
Ram Mantripragada (at
right) said the plant in India
has been producing parts
for 12 years and now is one
of the largest MIM plants in
the world. About 600 peo-
ple work there, operating
75 molding machines, 12
batch sintering furnaces
and three continuous flow
sintering furnaces.The company’s quality
and pricing is so good, the assistant sales
manager said, that the in-house tooling
department is working at its capacity of
producing 40 tools per month. Because
Indo-MIM runs proprietary mixes of pow-
dered metals and polymers, it prefers to build its own tooling
rather than adapt tooling a customer already has.

These “tools” are strong steel molds that fit inside the
presses, which are similar to plastic injection molding presses.
In the sintering ovens the parts shrink as the plastic is burned
away and the powder melts to form the solid metal MIM part.
Any complex metal part needed in high quantities is a good
candidate for the MIM process, Mantripragada said. Steel is
used for most MIM parts but they can also be formed of titani-
um or tungsten: That heavy tungsten forms the vibrator in your
cell phone.
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Indo-MIM had parts on display in the booth with holes as
small as .010 of an inch,and with nearly invisible mold lines and
ejector marks. Some of its molds have moving parts capable of
forming interior threads. Even with that high precision, there
are times when a part needs more precise tolerances. In that
case the MIM component is made slightly oversize and then it
goes through a secondary grinding operation to bring it to the
precise dimension that may be needed for something like a
mating surface on a crossbow trigger.

We photographed Ram Mantripragada (opposite page) by
a selection of parts already being made for the outdoor indus-
try. If you are  a manufacturer interested in working Indo-MIM,
reach him at the New Jersey office by calling (734) 327-9842.

Three-year-old New Breed Archery was exhibiting at its
second ATA Show. The firm was started
by Kyle Null and Jason Davidson. Null
said they were avid hunters who got into
tournament shooting and then began
customizing bows to help improve their
performance. Enough friends asked
them to modify their own bows that the
pair decided to launch a bow brand
where the custom touches would come
standard. If you begin to stock this brand
you’ll find the bows come with custom
strings and with Barnsdale laminated
limbs. The risers are all cut from billets
and you can get anodized and ceramic
finishes, even target finishes like this one
where the riser cutouts have a contrast-
ing color to the
rest of the riser.

Null (pic-
tured below)
said that New
Breed goes
through steps
other manu-
facturers omit,
like matching
the weight on

the eccentrics so they’re perfectly balanced on each bow.
Making sure each bow is just right before it goes into the box
may cost New Breed Archery some extra minutes, he said, but
that could save the dealer an hour or more in diagnosing and
fixing a problem with a new bow.

Null said the Genetix, Nemesis and new Eclipse are using a
modular cam for 2011 so dealers can easily fit different draw
lengths.The Eclipse is a 35 inch bow with a 7 inch brace height
that shoots 337 IBO,Null said.The bow we asked him to hold for
a photo was the new Double Helix,a shoot-through model that
adapts easily for left hand or right hand use and that offers the
true center shot many tournament archers are after.

Reach New Breed Archery in Panama City, Florida by call-
ing (850) 258-3034.

WHEN YOU’RE READY FOR

SOMETHING BIGGER!
 GrizzlyStik
ABS Exclusive!

Alaska Bowhunting Supply AlaskaBowhunting.com 888.697.9828
Outdoor Sports Marketing Group 877-483-4942

Dr. Ed AshbyDr. Ed Ashby
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At the nearby Bear Paw Archery booth (above), Harold
Fischer was representing the German company owned by
Henry Bodnik.Bear Paw is one of only two companies in Europe
making 3-D targets, Fischer said, and now has about 35 models
ranging from rats to deer. The targets are very strong and the
self healing foam helps keep water from penetrating and caus-
ing premature wear as it freezes and expands. They’re also very
lifelike, good enough that some people use them as decora-
tions in their home.

The Bear Paw plant is also a major supplier of traditional
bows, producing between 4,000 and 5,000 per year. Its tradi-
tional leather goods are being produced for it in Pakistan,
Fischer said, where high quality and good prices are both avail-
able. In the U.S., Martin Archery distributes many of the Bear
Paw leather goods, Fischer said, while Kustom King Archery
stocks the Bear Paw targets. Reach Kustom King at (877) 566-
4269 or Martin at (509) 529-2554. The phone number for the
German manufacturer is 49 9565 616 88-0.

Wendy Roark and Dale Bergman were at the ATA Show
representing the products and services of Electronic Data
Payment Systems. They can set up retailers with a complete
point of sale system for $2,995, including the monitor, cash
drawer and corded scanner. PC America Point of Sale software
is already loaded into the system, software that is designed for
retail establishments. That means you can track your inventory
as well as sales, and generate reports as detailed as how many
broadheads were sold last July or what Bill Smith spent with
you in 2011.

Electronic Data Payment Systems is also a provider of cred-
it card processing services, and can either sell you a new termi-
nal, reprogram your existing terminal, or set up a gate-
way in your computer to accept credit card transactions.
The company works with Visa, MasterCard, American
Express and Discover, and would be happy to analyze
your current fee structure to see if it can save your busi-
ness money on credit card processing.

Reach the vendor by calling toll free to (866) 578-
9740.

At the Parker Compound Bows booth, the compa-
ny was highlighting a Firestorm Package built around its
popular Inferno bow. That hunting bow is already
equipped at Parker’s factory with a Whisker Biscuit or
Hostage rest,quiver, three pin sight,stabilizer and a peep

sight that just needs to
be tied in position. Those
giant broadheads you
see in the photo are a
pair of three packs of Tru-
Fire T1 fixed blade broad-
heads. Field points and
Carbon Express arrows
are included, and the
whole setup with the SKB
hard case carries a mini-
mum advertised price of
$799.95. Reach the
Virginia firm at (540) 337-
5426.

Paul Milazzo of
Treestand Buddy was
demonstrating that
accessory to speed the
re-mounting of hang-on
stands. One wide bracket
straps to the tree, the sec-
ond bolts to the tree-
stand. The tree-mounted
bracket includes a loop
so you can thread a haul
rope to it and pull your
hang-on stand into posi-
tion, then tie it off from
the ground. The hunter
can then climb his steps
or ladder to lift the stand
the last foot or so, and set
it into the position on the
tree-mounted bracket.
The male and female
brackets fit loosely so it is
easy to get the stand started, then they snug up on the final
inch of travel. The brackets are wide because that adds to the
stability: In combination with the strap system Treestand
Buddy sells you can probably mount the stand more securely
than the way it came from the factory. “We sell two of these
heavy-duty,USA ratchet straps for $29.95 retail,“ Milazzo said as
he forced the bracket to bite deeply into his demonstration
tree trunk.“I like to use one on the Treestand Buddy and wrap
the other one around the stand.” When your customer has

Treestand Buddy brackets in his
favorite trees, he can hunt multiple
locations with a single stand. The
Buddy Starter kit includes the
stand bracket and tree bracket.
Additional tree brackets are sold in
pairs. That’s George Jordan of
Archer’s Edge, Columbus, Indiana
(at left) placing an order with Paul
Petrino. If you’re interested in this
heavy duty, American made tree-
stand accessory reach the firm at
(877) 987-2723.
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New products often have their inception in frustration.
Dorge Huang of Firenock got frustrated when fletching jigs
didn’t provide the precision he and his customers needed to
get the best results from his Aerovane three dimensional
fletching.“Because our vane is a wing system,it has to be put on
very straight to fly right, especially when you may be flying at
400 fps. If you have .001 inch straightness in your arrow, why
would you put up with a jig that might be 5 degrees off the
mark?”

A mechanical engineer with all the capabilities he needs to
build prototypes, Huang said it took him four months to create
a fletching jig worthy of the Aerovane name. The CNC
machined unit is capable of mounting vanes to an accuracy of
1/72 of a degree. It’s available packed in an Enthusiast set for
$349.95 or in a Pro Set designed to accept all arrow sizes for
$419.The latter includes a military spec instant glue that bonds
in 9 seconds, Huang said. If you think people won’t pay hun-

dreds of dollars for the most
elegant fletching jig ever, know
that Huang quickly sold out of
the samples he brought to the
ATA show. You can get more
information, or place an order,
by calling the Illinois firm at
(815) 780-1695. That’s Peter
Angsten at left holding the
camo case for the Aerovane
Fletching Jig Pro Set, while
looking like a  “proud papa”
Dorge (lower left) holds the
new jig.

BowTac is a new manufac-
turer of stabilizers which com-
bine tactical elements with the
proven performance of the
Harmonic Stabilizers and
Dampers from Mathews. The

body of the stabilizer is
machined from aluminum
and surrounded by 4 polymer
picatinny rails. The stabilizers
are 2, 4 or 6 inches long and
incorporate 2,4 or 6 Harmonic
Dampers, with a heavier
Harmonic Stabilizer at the tip.
They look cool on their own,
but the rails allow you to
mount lots of acces-
sories, from hand grips
for carrying your bow to
bipods to hold it upright.
One of the accessories
BowTac sells is a combi-
nation light and laser
from Streamlight, an
item that should appeal
to hog hunters. Another
is a shock-protected
camera mount (shown
above right) that lets you
aim the camera at your
quarry, at yourself, or
remove it and attach it to your treestand.

BowTac stabilizers come in black, red or Lost Camo. We
photographed Byron Champagne, Jr. with his father Byron in
the BowTac booth. Reach BowTac in Louisiana by calling (504)
415-7750.

Scorpyd is expanding its line of reverse draw crossbows.
But instead of calling each draw weight a different model,
inventor and founder Jim Kempf has set it up more like a bow
line, where a single model can be ordered in different draw
weights. The SLP models from Scorpyd use Barnsdale laminat-
ed limbs set up with 125, 150 or 165 pound draw weights.
Working over the long 20.5 inch power stroke they generate

Phone: 860-632-7115 
Fax: 860-632-5775
e-mail: bcyray@msn.com
See our catalog or visit our web site: ����������	
����

for the widest variety and latest innovations 
in bowstring material from the people who 
really know archery

m

RELY ON BCY 
Bowstring Material
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  DURABILITY
� COMPLETE 
  STABILITY
� HIGHER 
  ARROW SPEED

� HIGHEST STRENGTH
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arrow speeds of 370, 400 or
425 fps. That’s Kempf at
right cocking a 165 pound
SLP model using a strap
cocker.

The Telson line Jim’s
daughter Kelsey is holding
is named for the stinger on
a scorpion, and it uses split
limbs in draw weights of 90
pounds, 110 pounds and
130 pounds. The Telson
models have a 19.75 inch
draw stroke and that helps
make them the first cross-
bows capable of delivering
one pound of kinetic ener-
gy to the arrow for every
pound of draw weight,
Kempf said proudly. Both
models use Winner’s
Choice strings and cables
and both incorporate a
folding stock
that makes
them easier to
cock even from
a seated posi-
tion. The mass
weight is about
9 pounds, he
said, but they
feel lighter since
the riser is at the mid-point rather than out front.

If you would like to learn more about these smooth shoot-
ing crossbows, contact the Iowa manufacturer at (319) 331-
4700.

High Country Archery was acquired by Hunter’s Heritage
Group in October of 2009,and the brand was back exhibiting at
the ATA Show with Nathan Land, son of founder Spencer Land,
at its head.

“We relocated from Dunlap to Chattanooga,Tennessee last
spring,” President Nathan Land said.“In scaling down the facili-
ties we’re able to provide product at a real attractive price to
dealers.” We photographed one of those dealers, Walt Meeker
of Walt’s Archery and Gun in Stockton, Missouri, as he was

preparing an
order with the
help of Donna
J o h n s t o n .
Johnston was
director of sales
under the for-
mer ownership
and rejoined
High Country
Archery before
this ATA Show.

The 2011

line consists of four models. The Speed Pro Eliminator is a new
long axle-to-axle bow, at 37 inches with a generous 8 inch
brace height. Land said he expects it to be popular with finger
shooters and others needing a long draw length. It comes stan-
dard finished in Realtree Hardwoods Green camo and with
Barnsdale laminated limbs and Stone Mountain bow strings.

The Speed Pro X-10 returns from last year with the addi-
tion of an X-Armor Coating that gives a soft touch to the finish.
This is a 33 inch hunting and 3-D bow available in weights up
to 80 pounds and capable of IBO speeds up to 345. It too has
the premium laminated limbs and both a dual string stop and
Bowjax Dampening System.

“The new Speed Pro SL Raptor is very much like our Speed
Pro X-10 without stoppers or silencers, and it uses a solid glass
limb,” Land noted. Those changes help lower the suggested
retail price to $699.

Coming by March is a new Speed Pro X-11 with a new
skeletal riser carrying quad limbs set in a parallel position and
harnessed through a roller guard. The company is estimating
the mass weight of the production models at just 3.3 pounds.
The new Quad Track Cam will provide higher speeds, up to 355
fps. By changing modules you’ll be able to fit a wide range of
draw lengths, all the way from 25 to 30 inches.

Land said High Country has a new website that incorpo-
rates Shopatron.
Bowhunters who don’t
have a High Country
dealer nearby will be
able to purchase
through the website,
and the sale will be
routed for fulfillment
to the nearest stocking
dealer. The consumer
pays Shopatron and a
check gets forwarded
to the dealer who
shipped the bow.
That’s Land and his
wife Jill, owners of
High Country Archery,
talking with Steve
Davis (at left in dark
shirt) of Girt’s Archery East in Straughn, Indiana.

For more information about becoming a High Country
Archery retailer, contact the Tennessee firm at (423) 443-4185.

Crooked Horn Outfitters has developed backpack trail
lights that offer hands free illumination when a hunter is walk-
ing a trail or climbing a tree. The lights can clip to backpack or
climbing harness straps. There’s actually two LEDs and since
they swivel,you can point one down to illuminate your feet and
one to cover your hands when on a ladder or treesteps.

These compact lights use the common #2032 flat watch
batteries and they come with a spare set of batteries in a speed
loader. Because LEDs are so efficient a set of batteries provides
about 30 hours of light. Mari Patterson handles marketing and
sales for Crooked Horn Outfitters and explained there are three
models to choose from. One model has twin white lights, the
second has twin green lights (for illumination that won’t spook
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game animals). The third,
the Navigator being worn
here at left by Miles
Fedinec, has indepen-
dently controllable white
and green lights.

Patterson also said
Crooked Horn Outfitters
has no minimum require-
ments for dealer orders.
“We want dealers to try
them and see how they
go,” she said. Reach the
manufacturer by calling
(661) 822-3635.

Darrin Brown of Hips
Targets stands next to a
stack of his foam targets.
The newest is a Crossbow
Discharge the same size
as this 9 inch Kick-N-
Shoot cube at top, but it’s
made from higher densi-
ty foam. “We found the
Kick-n-Shoot works even
with high poundage
bows because it can
jump and absorb some of
the shock,” Brown said,
reasoning that a cross-
bow discharge target will
work in the same man-
ner.

Hips is developing a
new bag target, a depar-

ture for a firm that has specialized in foam targets. The target
will measure 24x24x12 inches thick. On a solid surface like an
indoor range or a customer’s driveway, it
will have the stability to stand alone. On
grass you’ll be able to slip two included
aluminum stakes through sleeves on the
sides to stake it into position.

For more information, call the Texas
target firm at (800) 979-0915.

Katherine Rice of S4Gear shows off
the new Freestyle 720 ground blind chair

in this image
at left. “Most
chairs rotate
360 degrees
but we built a
rotating can-
tilevered arm
so you can go
720 degrees.
This design
lets you go
from window
to window and

take a shot with the
proper form, without
having to get off the
stool and go down
on one knee.” As you
can see the Freestyle
720 folds compactly
and has large feet to
keep it from sinking
in soft soil. The stool
comes with a carry-
ing bag with back-
pack straps, and a
optional seat back is
available.

S4Gear is headed and owned by a quartet of BowTech vet-
erans, including John Strasheim, Jared Strasheim, Dayne Lester
and Engineer Fred Hunt. Hunt said S4Gear stands for “solutions
for gear” and he’s pictured above showing retailer Amy Tibbits
the new LockDown binocular harness. Adjustable shock cords
run through tunnels on the harness and hold the optics in
place on a protective open-
front case until needed, a case
designed for no flopping even
when you have to crawl. For
information on these products
and two choices in gear tethers,
reach the Oregon firm at (541)
998-8800.

Terry Hartcraft (at right) has
just the thing for bowhunters
who love to tinker with their
equipment. He’s developed an
X-Change broadhead that uses
the same ferrules with five dif-
ferent blade styles to cover
turkey, small game and big
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